CUSTOM LENGTH "A": ____________
CUSTOM LENGTH "B": ____________

NOTES
1. TOLERANCES +/- 0.075 FOR DIMENSION "A" & "B" ONLY.
2. ANGLE TOLERANCES +/- 0.075.
3. CLASS 150 - SDR.31 RATED.
4. MIN. WALL THICKNESS.
5. USE SDR.9 PIPE, SDR.11 REDUCER.
6. END COUNTERTORCHED IF REQUESTED.
7. USE APPROVED VENDORS.
   - W.L.
   - INDEPENDENT PIPE
8. FOLLOW SECOR FUSION PROCEDURES.
9. FOLLOW SECOR QUALITY PROCEDURES.
10. NOTIFY PM APPROVALS OF CHANGES.
11. CUSTOM DESIGN AVAILABLE.

SECOR
17321 GROSCHKE ROAD HOUSTON, TX 77084
PH. # 281-556-1661 FAX # 281-556-1683

10 x 8 REDUCING TEE
CLASS 150
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